
Link list for the lesson about Geopolitics 

Prelude about the Media: 

 Sad outcome of the elections! 

 Trump: sexist, racist, populist. And no experience in politics. 

 Isn’t it strange that everybody repeats the same? And nothing about Clinton. 

 Where do you get your opinions from? 

 100% of same opinion in North Korea: of course, it is a dictatorship! 

 But 100% of the same in a democracy! How? 

….or are we in a different form of dictatorship? 

Who creates our opinions? 

 

There are two types of media 

 Corporate media: 

 Advantage: everywhere, beautiful design, entertaining, mainstream, conformity 

Disadvantage: owned by a small number of private persons (USA: 6!) , governmental 
influence, corrupt propaganda machine, PR for the powerful, lies, omitting the most 
important facts and information 

 Independent media 

Advantage: alternative views, diversity, truth (the authors have no other capital but 
the truth. They need followers and good reputation for crowd-funding) 

  Disadvantage: You have to look for them. Bad reputation created by corporate media 
(subjective views, not serious enough, underfunded, dangerous for the common sense). You 
have to have a certain courage to tolerate different views without pre-selection and pick out 
information which is relevant.  

 

Look for scientific and journalistic standards in both: corporate, governmental, corrupt PR 
media and independent, alternative media  

Criteria in favor of trustworthiness:  

transparency of authorship, financing, open exchange of feedback between users (often on 
youtube), interaction, multimedia approach> read, watch, listen to a source. Like: eat 



unprocessed food! Avoid processed food! 

Revival of intuition, connection to nature, interconnection to all living beings, resonance. 

 

A revolution in the media 

 

 Trump: early to judge. Not by words, but by deeds shall you judge. 

 But his election was a victory of the independent media against the propaganda cartel. 

 Funnily, the American allies did not take notice of it yet, they are still tuned to the 
CNN (Clinton News Network)! Somebody should tell them! 

 Similar to 1989: Gorbachev introduced democracy, but his subordinates in Eastern 
Europe thought this was a joke. It wasn’t.  

 

 

 

1. The Heartland theory. Divide and rule. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Geographical_Pivot_of_History 

…Mackinder identified the geopolitical nightmare that was to haunt the world's two 
sea powers during the first half of the twentieth century — Great Britain and later on 
the United States. The nightmare was that if Germany or Russia were allowed to 
control East Europe then this could lead to the domination of the Eurasian land mass 
by one of these two powers as a prelude to mastery of the world. 

 

1) George Friedman on the strategy of divide and rule. Applied Heartland theory 2015. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeLu_yyz3tc&t=3042 Especially from min 52. 

2) ENGLISH - Instrumentalizing Warfare - GEOPOLITICS - Weapons of Mass 
Migration - kla tv 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8wG8DGcqcA 

3) Videos made by: Davide Icke, James Corbett.  

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=david+icke 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Geographical_Pivot_of_History
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germany
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeLu_yyz3tc&t=3042
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8wG8DGcqcA
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=david+icke


There are also his books for download. 

 

2. “America under attack”: 9/11.  

 Relationship between addiction and crime. Oil addiction. 
 

4) 90 minutes. More about false flags, oil wars, West vs. East. Very rich 
source. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxjzfkw3coI 

5) Transition project 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8meWY0W40OA 

 

(what, if not 3, but 7 and they did not collapse?) 

1) A whale caught on camera. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anHasqFguCM 

2) 9/11 WTC 7> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zv7BImVvEyk 

3) 9/11 Nose out> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i73XmZUxnVo 

4) 9/11 Just around min. 7:30. Where did the towers go? No rubble! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqbcsU0_RjU 

5) Over 115 minutes. 9/11 and similar 
operations>  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVxaf6mhagM 

6) 5 min> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuC_4mGTs98 

7) 9/11 HOAX - ALL 36 AMATEUR VIDEOS ARE FAKE! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7q0tSErA6s 

(2013) 9/11 Actor Exposed - Fake Witness Live on TV 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z45hI6YuC-I 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dxxjzfkw3coI&h=yAQGiQn5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8meWY0W40OA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anHasqFguCM
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DmVxaf6mhagM&h=KAQE9Lhu5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuC_4mGTs98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7q0tSErA6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z45hI6YuC-I


"mostly due to structural failure because the fire was too intense "… 

8) http://peswiki.com/index.php/Main_Page 

http://pesn.com/2012/12/09/9602240_Ambulance-Survived_WTC1_911--Best-
Evidence_Dustification_Free-Energy-Demo/ 

9) http://pesn.com/2013/09/11/9602370_Magnetometer-and-Hurricane-
Correlations_with_9-11-2001/ 

 

 
3. Sherlock Holmes: a conspiracy theorist? 

JFK Secret Societies Speech (full version) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdMbmdFOvTs 
 
 
4. The Venice connection. Dynastical oligarchy. 

My sources are in German and Russian. But I think you will find much stuff in English, too. 

5. New World Order? (NWO or NOW?)  

 Is it good to ask: Who are the rulers of the world? 
 

6) For the coke fans> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHxzVeak-JE 

7) Funny about media brainwashing> 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jH8dejYGa5A 

8) E. Bernays. The Father of PR> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=druOAHVKHCQ 

9) 43 minutes> All wars are bankers’ wars. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKnF1HEUwuo  

10) Quite amusing to read> http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/21/magazine/do-you-
suffer-from-decision-fatigue.html 

11) Over 70 minutes. Rockefeller. Link between oil and allopathy. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ySnk-f2ThpE 

12) Pedophilia 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=12zVlaZyX3Q 
13) Satanism? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfL5KwUuvMc 
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14) Big Sugar> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GljwL4KbLTo 
A. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=go_QOzc79Uc 
B. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hcAjyOFX1M#t=10 

 
15) Monsanto: http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/big-pharma-big-agra-

mergers-synthetic-agenda/ 
 

16) Religion: http://gnosis.org/naghamm/nhl_thomas.htm 
 

17) 9 minutes. Against “They vs. Us”: 02Max Igan: Kakistocracy An Important 
Word Taken Out Of The Dictionary 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UdXCJSq-pv4 

Occult version of 9/11 Mark Passio on the Chaos Sorcery of 9/11 - Kabbalah, 
Tarot & Freemasonry - Symbolism and Numerology 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXOJHZhoO68 
 

18) This video (I-V) combines astrological speculations and cabbala, evidences with 
9/11. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkwBjLG1ULA 

19) 9/11 was an occult Mega-Ritual. The numbers of the 4 flights were chosen 
specifically for their occult significance. Can we use this occult script to predict 
the next false flag? (Hint: don't go to Phoenix this Xmas!) (self.conspiracy) 
submitted 3 년 전에 by axolotl_peyotl 
 
 
 

6. Transhumanism. Homo sapiens in danger? 

 

1) Smartphones, brave new world> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0b7_lHg62w 

2) How our minds are easy to manipulate> 
https://www.facebook.com/StandWithUs/videos/10154126933817689/?pnref=story 

3) Astro-theology: the origins of religion & the zodiac (Mark Passio) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Se34cO_XHXk 

4) Babies. Docu about 4 babies. 

https://vimeo.com/30328533#at=0 

 

 

7. New scientific paradigm. Access to reality. 
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20) Nature by numbers> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkGeOWYOFoA 

21) Starlings> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1Q-EbX6dso 

22) Animal communication, excerpt from a documentation> 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wL--
zc1KIxk&list=PL1f2VCFMO7gIRME8ECIR_L0n67XnCrnXL 

23) Some of my favorite animal documentaries:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXxjDDhBVFU 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZ-da0AZcRU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaCts9aHks8 

24) East and West. Part one http://youtu.be/ZoDtoB9Abck  part two 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLh4QZDyNUA 

25) Bonus link for the most diligent students who made it until here> 

British humor on scientists>  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=cAYDiPizDIs&NR=1 

26) This is quite difficult to follow without script but it is one of the most profound 
audios I know, every time you listen to it you understand more. About one 
synchronicity, another proof of spirit.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImFmOcZ2-xs 

27) Quantum physics> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfPeprQ7oGc 

28) Jedi powers> http://globalfreedommovement.org/scientific-proof-of-jedi-powers-and-
how-to-develop-them/ 

29) Sim theory https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xeqb6WP-UrA&t=1069s 

30) Terence McKenna. His way to develop a theory of the Universe and reality and 
all the rest. (Links below). The greatest orator of the 1990s. 

Example:  ~ Dreaming Awake at the End of Time 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KboPUQ0xCDs 

31) Rupert Sheldrake, f.e. 

Science set free 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sm9eMYSYDcA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPdrpqP2W1U 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkGeOWYOFoA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPdrpqP2W1U


 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0pQqJyN_-M 

McKenna, Abraham, Sheldrake - The Evolutionary Mind (1/3) 
 

 

8. New media competence. Access to sources.  

Politics is Fake and Staged 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6KHSNKpmdg 

 

Brainwashing> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jH8dejYGa5A 

 

Facebook> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAMP1Wu_M2U 

 

On the elections: 

David Icke> both evil thesis 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yR-tvxrDxA 

Alex Jones> Hillary evil thesis 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvsye7V9psc-APX6wV1twLg 

 

 

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/the-engineered-winter-deception-chemical-ice-
nucleation/ 
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